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the cutting-edge brush collection
innovation for a perfect make-up

                             brushes have been developed by studying the ways and habits to applicate foundation cosmetics and other 
contouring and camouflage products.

They have a rounded shape with a central tip, in relief, and they are manufactured with dermatologically tested and registered 
synthetic fibre,                                 . 
Given its particular shape, a small amount of make-up can be poured straight onto the tip, not having to put it first on the 
back of your hand, thus avoiding product’s waste or its potential bacterial contamination.
The tip allows to put the cosmetic only on the desired areas, even very limited ones, making it easier to create chiaroscuro 
effects, according to the various contouring techniques.
The domed part of the brush is ideal for spreading the product with circular movements performing a massage on the face 
and allowing the colour to be spread out evenly on the skin, merging without leaving streaks.

                             is not only a brush, but a real new make-up concept, covering and enhancing all make-up techniques, 
for a complete cosmetic application. The collection is composed of: 
–                               foundation brush 
–                               sculpting bbcream brush 
–                               concealer brush 
–                               eyes and lips brush.

                              ,                    private label manufacturer in Italy of makeup brushes and applicators, presents its new creation,                             .  
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1 - pour the product on the tip 

4 - apply in dots on face and cheekbones 5 - blend with the domed part of the   
 brush for camouflage, contouring and
 foundation application 

LIPS / EYES

CONCEALER

CONTOURING / BB CREAM

FOUNDATION                            collection 
foundation brush

2 - pick up the product 3 - apply in dots on forehead and hairline 
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 International 
patent pending 

PCT/IB2016/050977



1 -  pour the product on the tip 3 - create light point on the cheekbones 

4 - Blend on the face and correct   
 imperfections

LIPS / EYES

CONCEALER

CONTOURING / BB CREAM

FOUNDATION                            collection 
contouring / bb cream brush

2 - apply in dots on forehead and   
 eyebrows 

 International 
patent pending 

PCT/IB2016/050977
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1 - pick up the product 

4 - create light points around the eyes 5 - apply on mouth corners for correction

LIPS / EYES

CONCEALER

CONTOURING / BB CREAM

FOUNDATION                            collection 
concealer brush

2 - apply on dark circles under the eyes 3 - apply illuminating cosmetic on the  
 eyelids

 International 
patent pending 

PCT/IB2016/050977
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1 - pick up the product 

4 - apply eyeliner 5 - apply kajal

LIPS / EYES

CONCEALER

CONTOURING / BB CREAM

FOUNDATION                            collection 
eye brush

2 - apply eyeshadow in dots on the eyelids

6 - thicken eyelashes

3 - blend eyeshadow and light point

 International 
patent pending 

PCT/IB2016/050977
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1 - pick up the product 3 - apply on the lips

4 - create light points on the lips

LIPS / EYES

CONCEALER

CONTOURING / BB CREAM

FOUNDATION                            collection 
lip brush

2 - draw the lips’ line

 International 
patent pending 

PCT/IB2016/050977
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the cutting-edge brush collection
innovation for a perfect make-up

• Pick up products with the brush tip

• Apply cosmetics professionally

• Avoid bacterial contamination

• Blend products with a natural effect

• Apply precisely by tipping on the specific areas

• A perfect and innovative concept for creating beauty
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Pennelli Faro S.r.l. - Via Ezio Vanoni 37a - 26041 Casalmaggiore (Cr) Italy 
phone +39 0375 691211 - fax +39 0375 691201 - info@pennellifaro.it

www.pennellifaro.com


